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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Laurel, designed in 1956 by Frank Lloyd Wright and built over a period 
of five years by its owner, Dudley W. Sneneer, embodies in if" emphasis on 
geometric forms (in this case the rectangle and the ellimc)., the oulminatin' 
design ideas of Wright as an architect.

The basic shape of the house is'an ellipse with -pentangular wincrs, one 
on the end of the ellipse and one on its Ride s Excent for the winp: on the 
side of the ellipse,, the house is all on one lew3!, The plan follows the 
general pattern of Weight's designs in that the main portion of fh<= house 
is devoted to living, dining, and general work(kitchen)functions, all 
contained in one open area. The hearth is the dominant feature of the house 
both structurally; and aesthetically- structurally in that it server as a 
support for a twelve-inch-thick steel beam that supports the main weight of 
the roof, and aesthetically in that it is the focus of the entire house, 
being almost centrally located. Two bedrooms with an adjoining bath are 
located in 'the extremity of the ellipse, while the remaining rectangular 

contain an informal living area. A utility core serves the purpose 
normally assigned to the haRement of a house, containing the heating system 
as well as a laundry and utility room. Built-in furniture designed by 
Wrlght ^nd decorated with a motif used on the of the house provides 
storage space(under the hinged seats).

The plan is particularly humanistic, both in its regard for the life 
style of the occupants as well as for their privacy. Trie plan is informal 
in its use of materials(fieldstone from the nearby Avondale quarry and the 
more distant Cumberland ridge in Tennessee, and Honduras mahogany being 
the principal materials), and extremely sensitive to the need for privacy(IT 
its use of solid, fieldstone walls with only clerestory windows facing the 
road and wide open expanses of glass facing the nrivate woods and nearby, 
flowing creek). Visual monotony is discouraged by the subtle placement of 
light and dark areas, proiections and recession^ curves angles, and 
the repetition of architectural elements.

While the interior can be said for all practical purposes to be on a. 
single level, the same cannot be said for the exterior of fhe house. The 
sloping site creates a series of terraces which lend interest to the 
house/ These various levels are further developed in the roof of the house 
so that even though the floor is on one level, the rooms vary in height and 
^en-pee of intimaov solely through ceiling height variation. Wright's wish 
to integrate the house with its surroundings i.s wonderfully expressed by 
the inclusion of planting areas that extend through the concrete pad to 
the Rub-soil directly under the house, both on the porch and in the house 
itself. The exterior as well as the interior appears to be made solely of 
wood and stone. How^v^r, imbedded in them are beams of steel which actual! 
provide most of the support for the roof and cantilevered overhangs,

The house has undergone no alterations since its original building, bu 
portions of the house were altered from the plan by the owner/builder, Mr. 
Spencer, during the period of construction. Instead of following the 
architect's specifioatlons of five-and-one-ba!f inches of crushed
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beneath the concrete pad that forms the base of the house , Mr, Spencer includer 
a full twelve inches; and in place of a three-and-one-half-inch pa.d s he used 
four inches of concrete throughout. The load-bearing stone walls were altered. 
as well, being composed of eight inches of stone, four inches of insulation, 
and another eight inches of stone, instead of Wrighf T s specification for only 
two inches of insulation. The house also had to be moved fourteen feet up the 
slope away from the creek when it was found that the. creek's flood level was 
higher than expected.

The house is heated by a system of wrought--iron pipes imbedded, in the 
concrete pad(wrought iron having the same coefficient of expansion as concrete, 
VJindoi.-js are of the casement type with the screens located inside, the house.
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TATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

This house, designed in 1956, is one of the late designs of Frank 
Lloyd Wright and embodies some of his final ideas on "organic architecture" 
ideas which he continued to develop until his death in 1959.

The, design is an example of that innovative plan conceived by Wright 
early in the century and first used in the Glasner house in 1905. An an 
example of the most effective and sympathetic use. of space for the American 
home, Henry-Russell Hitchcock states: "not only are the. living room and 
the dininp; room completely unified, but the kitchen - now re-christened 
'work space' - opens into the main livino; area behind a ran^e of glazed 
shelves. More than twenty years later the full implications of this 
development are still not quite digested in America or even fully 
apprehended abroad."

Finally, the building is significant as thejpnly structure designed 
by Wright in the State of Delaware.
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Frank lloyd Wright, Citings and Buildings, selected bv Edqar Kaiifrriann ^nd
Ben Raebum, Cleveland, Ohio, 1965.
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GEOGRAPHICAL DATA

Acreage - 6.71 acres
Quadrangle - Wilmington North, Del.-Pa. Quadrangle scale - 1:24000
UTM Reference - 18/455710/4402580

Verbal Boundary Description

The nominated area encompasses two adjacent legal parcels totaling 6.71 acres. The 
two parcels are designated by a bold black line on the attached sketch map which is 
labeled 1983 New Castle County, Delaware Property Map.

Justification of Boundaries

In defining the boundaries for Laurel it is important to understand that the house 
was designed for the particular parcel and landscape on which it stands. Dudley 
Spencer, the builder and owner of Laurel, drew a topographical plan of parcel number 
one and built a scale model of it which he delivered to Frank Lloyd Wright's studio. 
Wright's plans clearly indicate that the terrain, the existing trees, the configura 
tion of Shellpot Creek which forms the southeast boundary of the parcel, and the 
vistas beyond Spencer's legal parcel were all taken into account in designing the 
house. Although Mr. Spencer did not own parcel number two at the time the house 
was designed, the house was situated with the undeveloped woodlands of parcel 
number two in mind. It was mistakenly thought that parcel number two was part of 
the adjacent Bringhurst. Woods which was, and still is, kept as a natural wooded 
area by the City of Wilmington and the County Parks Department. One of Wright's 
drawings depicts the southeastern side of the house in relation to its landscape 
with a vantage point from parcel number two; it is labeled as the view from this 
supposed parkland. Clearly, Wright considered the vista to and from this natural 
area in designing and siting Laurel. It was not until several years later that 
Mr. Spencer learned parcel number two was privately held. He purchased the property 
in 1979 and has retained it as undeveloped woodland.

Since the design of the building is so closely related to the landscape, and since 
both parcels had an impact on the design of the house, the entire 6.71 acres that 
compose parcel number one and parcel number two are being included within the 
boundaries of the site.

Prepared by: 
Valerie Cesna
New Castle County Department of Planning 
January 19, 1984



SKETCH MAP

Laurel (N-571) .
1983 New Castle County, Delaware Property Map 
Parcel Numbers: 06-131.00-001 

06-131.00-002 
Scale: 1 inch = 200 feet
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